
WHAT CAN I DO?
WHAT CAN WE DO TOGETHER?

The Regional Council of Mayors is Leading into the Future in 2021!

The nationally recognized Regional Council of Mayors (RCM), supported by ULI
Minnesota, is a nonpartisan coalition of regional mayors with a mission of building civic
trust through connected relationships, inquiry, positive intentions, and collective action
focused on issues of regional significance.
 
The Regional Council of Mayors seeks to:

Equip mayors for unifying, complex, and adaptive leadership
Exchange of ideas and emerging innovation 
Understand and find the common good
Foster access, inclusion, diversity, and equity

Meeting Recap: Focus on the Future &
the Post Pandemic City

January 11, 2021 - Joint RCM and 
ULI Minnesota Advisory Board Meeting 
 
Peter Frosch, CEO of Greater MSP
Partnership and Thomas
Fisher, Director of the Minnesota
Design Center presented future forward
thinking about how we can navigate
post pandemic opportunities and
challenges.

With a thought leader's optimism, Thomas Fisher challenged us to see the tremendous
opportunities ahead of us and Peter Frosch shared news of Greater MSP's new Regional
Recovery Hub (beta). 

You can access their presentations and meeting notes along with the full archive of RCM
meeting content on ULI Minnesota's website. 

PRESENTATIONS

2021 RCM OVERVIEW 



Upcoming ULI National Conferences

2021 ULI Virtual Housing Opportunity Conference 
March 16-17, 2021  |  REGISTER 
The Housing Opportunity conference is one of the nation’s premier meetings of the residential

development, lending, investing, and policy community, and brings together a diverse mix of private and

nonprofit real estate developers, public officials, urban and regional planners, housing advocates,

architects, investors, and lenders with one common goal – to expand housing opportunities in their

communities.   

2021 ULI Virtual Spring Meeting 
MAY 10-12, 2021  |  LEARN MORE
Engage in candid discussions about the direction of the real estate industry with the people who will shape

it. No other organization convenes leaders from every sector of the industry, nor fosters collaboration, to

the degree that ULI does at the Spring Meeting. In a year as pivotal as 2021, we all need to be at the table.

Thank you to our ULI Minnesota 2021 sponsors!
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Follow us

The mission of the Urban Land Institute is to provide leadership in the responsible use of land
and in creating and sustaining thriving communities worldwide.


